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Clearion Announces Major Upgrade for Clearion Crew 

Atlanta, GA—Clearion Software is excited to announce the release of a major upgrade to its widely-used field crew 
software. This new version of Clearion Crew improves user experience and speeds adoption with a redesigned user 
interface and intuitive productivity features. The software provides support across all mobile platforms with a fast 
and easy app-store deployment for iOS, Android, and Windows. 

 

The new user experience gives vegetation, maintenance, and construction crews the information they need to 
efficiently and accurately complete their work and quickly communicate status between the field and office. Crew 
leaders and supervisors can open individual work orders, easily resolve issues, and check off work orders as they 
are completed while noting exceptions. Crew provides bulk updates and auto-populating forms to help improve 
efficiency and data integrity from the field. With GPS-enabled maps and an interactive work list, Clearion Crew 
improves worker safety and efficiency while eliminating paper maps and work packets.  

 

Clearion Crew is natively integrated with the Clearion suite of Work Management and Field Planning applications 
and is compatible with the latest enterprise technology from Esri—ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise (Portal). 
Clearion Crew supports both online and offline modes and integrates with enterprise security and mobile device 
management platforms. 

 

Chris Kelly, Clearion Co-Founder and CEO, says, “Today’s release of the latest Clearion Crew is a milestone in the 
evolution of our end-to-end field services technology solutions. We have successfully combined the power and 
flexibility of our first-generation products with the simplicity and speed of an app-based deployment model. We’re 
thrilled with the response from our early adopters and excited to see this new architecture spread throughout our 
product line in the months and years ahead.” 

 

The new version of Clearion Crew is available for download in all major app stores. For more information or to 
arrange a demo, email sales@clearion.com  

 

About Clearion: Clearion is a leader in mobile technology for planners, arborists, inspectors, engineers, auditors, 
and line clearance and maintenance crews. Clearion works with leading utility and infrastructure companies across 
the globe to solve complex operational challenges. Clearion delivers solutions for managing multi-year 
maintenance programs, large scale damage assessment incidents, and infrastructure design and construction 
projects. Clearion is a Gold Tier member of the Esri Partner Network. For media inquiries, contact Michelle Vignault 
at mvignault@clearion.com For more information, visit www.clearion.com   
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